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GMTA EXAMINATION - 2O2I
Section: D; Paper: ACD.1

Apparel Technology
Date:24.12,202L

Marks:100

Time:02.00 pm to 05.fi) pm

!nstructions:

1. Attempt any Six questions out of which Q.1 is Comoulsorv.
2. Answer each next question on new page.
3. Figures to the right indicate full marks.
4. lllustrate your answers with neat sketches & flow charts wherever necessary.
5. Use of non-programmable electronic pocket calculator is permissible.
6. Mobile and any other communication devices are not allowed in the Examination Hall
7. Assume suitable data wherever necessary.
Qr Attempt all
i) Define Pattern Making.
ii) What is the necessity of Grading?
iii) What is Feed Mechanism?
iv) State the difference between Seams & Stitches
v) State the difference between Lock Stitch & Chain Stitch
vi) Why is Marker Making important?
vii) Methods of Fabric Spreading
viii) What is the function of Feed Dog & Presser Foot?
ix) What are various types of Needle points?
x) What are the essentials of Fusing Process?

Q2

a
b

20

State the objectives of spreading.

08

Discuss "Why might you prefer spreoding by hand as the choice of the fabric

08

spreading method in your export garment manufacturing unit of formal
shirts than the usage of a fully automatic spreading machine?"

Q3
QC

a
b
a

Discuss the importance of fabric cutting in garment manufacturing.

08

State the important objectives of fabric cutting in garment industry

08

Describe a Single Needle Lock Stitch (SNLS) Machine and its usages.

08
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Draw a neat diagram of SNIS machine

with proper labeling of its various parts.

Classifo different types of Stitches & Seams

with proper diagram.

o8
o8

Make a neat diagram of a sewing needle with proper labeling of its various parts.

08

What are Work Aids & why are they essential for garment manufacturing?

o8

Describe any three commonly used Work Aids in garment manufacturing.

G8

Describe various Fusible & Non-fusible lnterlinings.

o8

Describe various Pressing Equipment used in the garment manufacturing units.

o8

Describe with proper diagrams the various Sewing Machine Bed Types

o8

State the functions of UBT in

o8

SNLS

& Overlock Machines.
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